otherwise, their sum will yield a significance level that risks being as poor an approximation as that obtained with the asymptotic chi-square distribution.
Statistical/numerical packages (e.g., IMSL, NAG) do not include subroutines for the computation of multinomial probabilities. Dunlap, Myers, and Silver (1984) evaluated them, using logarithmic transformations and Stirling's formula, but these approximations strongly compromise the accuracy ofthe results (see below) and, therefore, cannot yield truly exact probabilities. Also, Berry and Mielke (1995) proposed an algorithm for the evaluation of cumulative multinomial probabilities that is inefficient for the computation ofpoint probabilities.
This paper presents an algorithm (MPROB) that computes exact (to machine precision) multinomial probabilities with the fewest operations that are possible without time-consuming symbolic evaluation ofthe multinomial coefficient. MPROB is designed so as to minimize the potential for overflow and underflow errors, and, although these may still occur with excessively large sampie sizes, MPROB is capable of providing exact results in cases where approximation algorithms (Berry & Mielke, 1995; Dunlap et al., 1984) fai!. Nevertheless, these overflow and underflow errors will not occur with small sampie sizes.
MPROB ALGORITHM
Let X = (XI' X 2 , ... ,X J ) , with J > I, be a random vector, with r;=IXj=N andXj~°for all I~j~J, and let 1T = (7TI' 7T2"'" 7T J ) be a discrete probability distribution. Then, under 1T, any realization x of X has a probability given by
Consider x = (20,15,5) and 1T = (0.5,0.2,0.3). Substituting in Equation I, expanding the factorials, and removing identical terms in the numerator and denominator results in Equation 2, shown at the bottom ofthe next page.
Without additional symbolic simplification, the number of operations reduces to N -Xl products in both the numerator and the denominator and J further products of powers. Since the number of products and divisions is identical, they can be interwoven to avoid large partial results (i.e., 21I I X 22/2 X 23/3 X ... X 40/5). In addition, the last J -I powers on the right ofEquation 2 also expand into N -x I products that can also be performed concurrently to help keep partial results low-valued. The x I products that the first power,
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The least number of operations under the scheme in Equation 3 occurs when x I is the largest value among all Xi' as was the case in the example above. Also, the size of each partial result is also kept to the lowest possible value ifx2 is the largest remaining value in x, and so on. Therefore, an efficient algorithm for computing multinomial probabilities should sort the components of x in decreasing order and rearrange the components of 'TT accordingly. The formal description of the MPROB algorithm is thus as folIows: step 0. Copy input vector x into workspace vector y, and input vector 'TT into workspace vector p. Arrange the components ofy in decreasing order and move the components of p accordingly. Note also that this algorithm works for all J> land, therefore, can also be used to compute binomial pro babilities when J = 2.
ACCURACY TESTS
Determining the accuracy of point probabilities computed with MPROB is somewhat hampered by the lack of independently obtained exact values to compare the results with. As an indirect assessment, the probability was computed of each and all vectors x under several multinomial distributions, and tests consisted of checking out whether the sum ofthese probabilities added to unity. For this purpose, MPROB was implemented as a Fortran 77 subroutine using double precision, and the driver programs ran on a DEC Alpha Server 8200.
Tests ran for the factorial combination of 4 values for J (2,3,4, and 5), 12 values für N (from 20 to 570, in 50-unit steps), and 20 probability distributions 'TT for each J (as obtained by substituting Ain the equations of Table I with values from°to.95, in .05-unit steps). Across the 960 tests, the largest amount by which the sum of probabilities differed from unity increased with J: The differences were within ±1.1 X 10-15 , ±2.5 X 10-1 4, ±1.7 X 10-13 , and ±1.3 X 10-11 , respectively, for J = 2,3,4, and 5. Yet, these largest errors do not give a fair picture ofthe accuracy ofthe algorithm: Errors were more than an order of magnitude smaller than these maximal errors in 92, 159, 161, and 17I of the 240 conditions tested, respectively, for J = 2, 3,4, and 5.
The source of the increasing error with increasing J seems to lie in the machine representation of the probabilities making up the multinomial distribution, ofwhich there are more as J increases. Indeed, the errors were slightly larger when the same tests were run representing these probabilities as single-precision reals, and they virtually disappeared when probabilities were represented as quadruple-precision reals. In other words, the accuracy of MPROB is only limited by machine precision.
The fact that the sum of probabilities does not add to unity indicates that some of the point probabilities calculated with MPROB must be slightly erroneous. Considerthe case J = 3, N = 570, and A = 0, where MPROB produced probabilities whose sum differed from unity by 2.02 X 10-15 • To determine the magnitude ofthe individual errors that are responsible for this difference and whether they occur within specific regions ofthe sampie space ofthe implied multinomial distribution, one could obtain exact results with a symbolic computation package (e.g., Mathematica; Wolfram, 1992) and compare them with those produced by MPROB. Figure I shows graphically the outcome of this comparison across the 163,306 simplex lattice points of the multinomial distribution that results when J = 3 and N = 570. Differences (represented by lightness) between MPROB and exact results occur around the center ofthe plot-that is, around the point (NI3, NI3, NI3), which corresponds to the most likely outcome under this distribution (given that A = 0). The largest difference was 1.63 X 10-8 and occurred at (189, 190, 191 ) .It might, then, seem that MPROB produces errors where the multinomial probabilities are larger, but this conclusion is incorrect, for the reason that is described next.
Point probabilities computed with Mathematica correspond to the exact distribution where 'TT = (Y3, Y3, Y3) , whereas those computed with MPROB pertain to a slightly different distribution that results when the probabilities in 'TT are represented as floating-point reals. It turns out that the floating-point representation of Y3 falls slightly short of oj, and, therefore, MPROB and Mathematica Figure I are not dependable. In any case, Figure I shows how close to the ideal distribution one can get with an algorithm whose implementation is limited by inaccurate machine representation ofthe exact probability distribution.
(0,0,570) (570,0,0) (0,570,0)
COMPARISON WITH OTHER ALGORITHMS
With its computational structure, MPROB performs the fewest number ofoperations that are possible without resorting to approximations, and we have already discussed the fact that the accuracy ofthe result is only limited by machine precision. Yet, it is worth comparing the efficiency ofMPROB with that offour alternative algorithms, which are described next.
Step 0 may seem to be a superfluous expense for the computation of a single point probability. Yet, computation of an entire multinomial distribution (as in the accuracy tests just described) or computation of a substantial number ofpoint probabilities (as in exact multinomial tests) may benefit from this preliminary phase. To determine the efficiency ofthis preprocessing, our first alternative algorithm (ALT!) skipped step 0 and carried out all computations on the (unsorted) input vectors x and 1T, rather than on the (sorted) vectorsy and p.
A second alternative (ALT2) implemented a logarithmic transformation ofthe operations in steps 2 and 5 and included also the preprocessing in step O. A third algorithm (ALB) implemented Equation I but, on the basis of Stirling's formula (Cameron, 1994, p. 31 (Wolfram, 1992) for the case J = 3, N = 570, and A = O. The barycentric plot represents the sampie space ofthe multinomial distribution, consisting of 163,306 points arranged in a triangular lattice. Coordinates of the point at each vertex of the lattice are indicated for reference. The magnitude ofthe difference at each point is represented by Iightness, black corresponding to a null difference (which occurred for 152,951 points) and white corresponding to the largest difference (which turned out to be 1.63 X 10-8 ) .
Larger differences occur at the center of the plot, where the probabilities are larger, but the differences are nevertheless smalI. (See the text for further discussion.)
Our fourth alternative (DMS) is the implementation of Dunlap et al. (1984) , which amounts to evaluating the logarithm ofEquation I using tabulated log factorials for inte-
• DMS quiekest algorithm, ALT3, incurred even larger errors (ranging between 1.1 X 10-3 and 6.6 X 10-2 ) . On the other hand, none ofthe two slower alternatives (ALT! and ALT2) produced smaller errors: ALT! reproduced the errors ofMPROB almost identically; and ALT2 produced errors that were slightly larger than those of MPROB. Since both ALT! and ALT2 are slower than MPROB and do not provide any increased accuracy, they are not useful as alternatives.
Although Figure 2 suggests that the computational cost ofMPROB may be high, it should be kept in mind that the reported times correspond to the computation of entire multinomial distributions whose sampie space increases with N. Among those reported in Figure 2 , the largest execution time was 6.674 sec when N = 570 and A = 0.55.
In this case, 163,306 point probabilities were evaluated, resulting in a negligible average cost of 4.09 X IO: 2 msec per point probability.
-
We have presented an algorithm for the computation ofexact multinomial probabilities, whose accuracy is only limited by machine precision, and we have also shown that resultant inaccuracies are negligible with small sampie sizes. We have also shown that the algorithm is etTicient, as compared with alternative algorithms (Berry & Mielke, 1995; Dunlap et al., 1984) that compute approximations whose accuracy has never been determined.
It is interesting to note that, besides providing the exact result, MPROB is capable of handling cases in which these alternative approximations fai!. Consider x = -3 +----1I---+--+--I---+--3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
Error with MPROB (X10· 14 )
Figure 3. Errors incurred by DMS against those incurred by MPROB across the same 240 conditions ofFigure 2. Error is defined as IPr(X = x) -1, where the sum runs ac ross the entire sampie space of the corresponding multinomial distribution. Note that the horizontal and vertical scales differ by a factor of 1010. Note also that there appears to be no systematic relationship between the errors incurred by DMS and those incurred by MPROB. . CPU time used by alternative algorithms, against that used by MPROB, across 240 conditions with J = 3. The dashed line indicates equality of CPU times. Different symbols pertain to different alternative algorithms, as indicated in the inset. Each cluster of identical symbols corresponds to the 20 multinomial distributions evaluated for a given sampie size N, and separate clusters pertain to the 12 sampie sizes used, from N = 20 (at the lower left corner, where CPU times could barely be resolved by the timer) to N = 570 (at the upper right corner), Note that ALTI and ALT2 were slower than MPROB, whereas ALT3 and DMS were faster. Since the vertical scale is logarithmic, the (approximately constant) vertical offset of ALTI and ALT2 clusters with respect to the dashed line indicates the faetor by which the execution of these algorithms was slower: approximately 1.5 and 3.5, respectively, for ALTI and ALT2. As for ALT3 and DMS, the offsets grow with N, implying that these alternatives required comparatively less time than MPROB as N increased.
gers below 18 and approximations based on Stirling's formula for integers at and above 18. Figure 2 shows the CPU time used by each ofthe four alternative algorithms against that used by MPROB in the evaluation ofthe complete multinomial distributions referred to in the accuracy tests described above. To avoid clutter, results are shown only for J = 3, since results for other values of J displayed the same pattern. Except at N = 20 (where the CPU time could hardly ever be resolved by the computer timer), ALT1 expended about 50% more time than MPROB, and ALT2 required more than three times as much time as MPROB. On the other hand, ALT3 was faster than MPROB and required comparatively less time as N increased; the same was true for DMS, which indeed incurred the least computational cost.
Figure 3 makes clear that DMS achieves its speed at the expense of accuracy, incurring errors that can be up to 10 10 times larger than those ofMPROB. The second (500,1000,1000) and TT = (0.2,0.4,0.4). The exact multinomial probability ofx under TT (computed symbolically with Mathematica; Wolfram, 1992) is 3.5577452334995 X 10-4 . A double-precision Fortran implementation ofthe algorithm in Berry and Mielke (1995) produces a floating overflow error, and a double-precision implementation of the algorithm in Dunlap et al. (1984) returns a value of 0, whereas MPROB produces a value that differs from the exact result by less than 5 X 10-17 . In any case, MPROB will be most useful with sampIe sizes much smaller than that in the preceding example, where exact multinomial tests should replace the (inaccurate) tests based on the asymptotic chi-square distribution.
AVAILABILITY
A thoroughly documented Iisting ofthe Fortran subroutine (MPROB.FOR) is available from the author (e-mail: miguel@psi.ucm.es). Also available is an executable MS-DOS program for pes (MULTl.EXE, with documentation) that computes an individual multinomial probability given a probability distribution TT and a vector of observations x, each with J components.
